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Abstract

Sentiment Analysis requires large sentiment
labelled corpus for training. Many rare lan-
guages have insufficient labelled corpus. Such
languages are called low resource languages.
Training for such languages leads to insignif-
icant results. In this paper, we study vari-
ous approaches to perform sentiment analy-
sis for low resource languages using high re-
source languages. We also look into word em-
bedding approaches, different models to train
cross-lingual word embeddings and their eval-
uation techniques.

1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis has become one of the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) tasks which has
gained popularity over the past decade. The senti-
ment classification model requires large labelled
corpus in order to learn the language patterns.
Many rare languages do not have sufficient la-
belled corpora. This results into poor classifica-
tion results. This lack of labelled corpus leads to
the use of cross-lingual sentiment analysis.

Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis (CLSA) is the
use of resource rich languages to solve the prob-
lem of sentiment analysis for resource poor lan-
guages. The task is to train the sentiment model on
language L1 (source), for which a corpus is avail-
able, and to test it on another language L2 (tar-
get) for which labeled data is unavailable. The
biggest problem faced is to address the gap be-
tween the two languages. Many different strate-
gies are used to solve this problem. Machine
Translation was used by Wan (2009); Wei and Pal
(2010) to solve the problem of CLSA by trans-
lating the source language corpus into target lan-
guage. Lu et al. (2011); Meng et al. (2012) used
parallel corpus in order to bridge the gap between
two languages. Word embeddings (Luong et al.,

2015; Singhal and Bhattacharyya, 2016; Barnes
et al., 2018) have been used extensively to repre-
sent the source and target language corpus to train
the cross-lingual model. Following section men-
tions different strategies to perform cross-lingual
sentiment analysis.

Section 2 provides general approaches used for
performing cross-lingual sentiment analysis. Sec-
tion 3 explains cross-lingual word embeddings
with examples. We discuss cross-lingual word em-
bedding models in Section 4. Section 5 focuses
on the evaluation methods used for measuring the
quality of word embeddings. We prove our con-
clusions in Section 6.

2 Traditional Approaches for CLSA

Cross-lingual sentiment analysis is the task of us-
ing resource rich language to predict the sentiment
of a resource poor language. The biggest problem
is to address the gap between the two languages.
This section focuses on different strategies used to
solve this problem.

A lot of work in sentiment analysis has been
done in English. Due to this, abundance of re-
sources are available which can be used for train-
ing. These resources can be used to perform senti-
ment analysis on a low resource language. (Sing-
hal and Bhattacharyya, 2016) used word embed-
dings and polar words in English to perform sen-
timent analysis for Hindi and Marathi as well as a
few European Languages. Given the training data
in one language, the text is converted into English
using Google translate. These English words are
then mapped to English pre-trained word embed-
dings. A CNN network is trained for sentiment
classification.

Another approach (Singhal and Bhattacharyya,
2016) used to improve the correct prediction of
sentiment and to learn the correct patterns in a



sentence, English polar words were appended to
the training data. This addition allows the train-
ing model to predict the negative sentiment label
correctly.

(Balamurali et al., 2012) proposed the use of
WordNet senses as a replacement of words to train
bilingual word embeddings. The WordNet of tar-
get language L2 is created by adding words from
corresponding synsets in source language L1. So,
the words in two languages having similar con-
text will have same synset identifiers. (Balamu-
rali et al., 2012) used WordNet to perform cross-
lingual sentiment analysis for Hindi and Marathi.
For a target language, the text in training and test-
ing corpus is replaced by synset identifiers. Each
word is annotated by senses using two methods -
manually or using an automated system. A classi-
fier is trained on this processed corpus.

3 Cross-Lingual Word Embeddings

Word Embeddings have been widely used in var-
ious NLP tasks like tagging, sentiment analysis,
translation, etc. with successful results. The main
focus has been trying to solve problems for a sin-
gle language. Increase in multilingual NLP tasks
has motivated the training of cross-lingual word
embeddings.

Cross-lingual Word Embeddings are nothing
but word representations of two or more languages
into a common vector space. The words having
similar meaning or similar context should be close
to each other in the vector space. To illustrate: the
English word happy and the Hindi word – (khush)
should be close to each other in the vector space.

Following figure describes
Cross-lingual Word Embeddings can be trained

using two approaches - online method or offline
method. Online method is to jointly learn the word
embeddings for multiple languages. Consider
training bilingual word embeddings, then using a
bilingual signal the word vectors can be trained in
a common vector space. Offline method is to learn
the monolingual embeddings separately and then
project them into a common vector space. Online
methods require strong bilingual signal whereas
offline methods require weaker bilingual signal.

4 Cross-lingual Word Embedding
Models

Recent study shows that it is important to use a
good bilingual supervision signal in order to train

bilingual word vector representations. This sec-
tion focuses on the different techniques used to
train bilingual word embeddings.

4.1 Using Word Alignments
The main focus while training cross-lingual
word embeddings is to improve the bilingual
quality as well as to preserve the monolingual
quality of the word embeddings. This section
explains a joint model to learn bilingual word
embeddings that learn the context co-occurrence
information through monolingual component and
meaning equivalent signals from the bilingual
constraint. It is an extension to skip-gram model
(Mikolov et al., 2013a) in multilinguality domain.
The bilingual constraint used to bridge the gap
between two languages is word alignments.

Word Alignments
The main objective of word alignments is, given
a source sentence s and a target sentence t, to
find the correspondence between the words in
s and t. The link between the words in s and t
signify the translations of each other. One of the
main approaches used to produce alignments is
using parallel text. Parallel text includes same
data translated into multiple languages. A model
is trained on this corpus to get alignments.

Bilingual Skipgram (BiSkip) Model
The next step is to train the skipgram for two
languages using the word alignments that are
generated using the parallel text. The BiSkip
model (Luong et al., 2015) is an updated skipgram
model so that it predicts words crosslingually.
Given an alignment link (si, tj), the word si is
used to predict the neighbours of word tj and
vice versa. This is equivalent to training a single
skipgram model which considers the two words si
and tj same. So along with training the skipgram
model monolingually, alignment links are used
to train the model bilingually. This is equivalent
to training four skipgram models which predict
words between different pairs of languages.
Consider two languages L1 and L2. The different
skipgram models will learn to predict words
between language pairs L1 → L1, L1 → L2,
L2 → L1 and L2 → L2.

4.2 Using Bilingual Dictionary
This approach (Ammar et al., 2016) learns bilin-
gual word embeddings using a bilingual dictio-



nary and monolingual data. The monolingual cor-
pus is used to learn the semantic similarity be-
tween words of same language and the bilingual
dictionary is used for cross-lingual similarity. We
find clusters from bilingual dictionary by allocat-
ing the same cluster to translationally equivalent
words in both the languages. Once the clusters are
formed, each cluster is represented using a clus-
ter ID and the monolingual corpora for both lan-
guages is used to estimate the multilingual word
embeddings. The words in the monolingual cor-
pora are replaced by the cluster IDs and all the
monolingual datasets available are concatenated
to train the model based on the clusters. By do-
ing this, all the words in the cluster will have
same word embedding thus creating anchor points
in the vector space to bridge the two languages.
Once the dataset of all languages is pre-processed,
any monolingual embedding model can be used to
learn the word vectors.

4.3 Minimizing Euclidean Distance for
Mapping

This approach (Mikolov et al., 2013b) is an offline
approach which uses independent vector spaces
for two languages and projects one vector space
into the second. The mapping is carried out by
minimizing the distance between the vector repre-
sentations of two words in a bilingual dictionary.

Consider X and Z to be the word embedding
matrices of a bilingual dictionary for two lan-
guages such that Xi and Zi are vector represen-
tations of ith entry in the dictionary. To find the
linear transformation W , such that XW ≈ Z, we
minimize the sum of squared Euclidean distance.

W = argmin
∑
i

‖XiW − Zi‖2 (1)

W is the least square solution for the equation
XW = Z.

An improvement over this approach, is to pre-
serve the monolingual quality of the word embed-
dings after mapping. This can be achieved if W is
an orthogonal matrix. So the exact solution with
this constraint is W = V UT where, UΣV T is the
SVD factorization of ZTX .

4.4 Using Phrase Translations for Mapping

This approach (Zhao et al., 2015) finds the trans-
lation from source vector space to target vector
space by using phrase translations which have

similar continuous representations. The main fo-
cus of the approach is to find translation rules for
phrases in a sentence. The relative positions of
words in the vector space are preserved between
languages. The task is to find a linear mapping be-
tween the vector representations of source phrases
and target phrases. This transform is called Global
Linear Projection as a single mapping is used to
project every source phrase.

The source and target phrases are denoted
by f and e respectively. Their vector rep-
resentations are denoted by f ∈ R1×d and
e ∈ R1×d where d is the dimension size.
We need to find a linear transformation matrix
W ∈ Rd×d with the help of phrase translations
(f1, e1), (f2, e2), (f3, e3)...(fn, en) where n is the
number of translations available. Let F and E be
two matrices such that F = [fT1 , f

T
2 , ...f

T
n ] and

E = [eT1 , e
T
2 , ...e

T
n ]. We calculate W using -

FW = E (2)

This can be solved by -

W ≈ (F TF )−1F TE (3)

Given an unlabeled source phrase s, we can
find the target vector representation by t = sW .
This target representation will be close to the real
translation phrases. Experiments have been con-
ducted on these phrase representations by per-
forming Urdu-English translation. The classifica-
tion accuracy achieved is approximately 27%.

4.5 Maximizing Correlation for Mapping
In this approach (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014), we
use pre-trained word embeddings of individual
languages which are trained on large unlabeled
corpus. This approach uses independent vector
spaces of the two languages and projects them into
a shared vector space. It uses the Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (CCA) (Hotelling, 1936) to mea-
sure the linear relationship between two multidi-
mensional variables. Given two vectors, CCA will
find two projection directions such that the new
projected vectors will have a maximum correla-
tion. The dimension of these direction vectors is
equivalent to the smaller dimension of the two vec-
tor spaces. A translation is required from one vec-
tor space to another to find the direction vectors.
A bilingual dictionary acts as a resource to find
the points, in the independent vector spaces, which
should overlap.



Let the word embeddings for two languages be
represented by Σ ∈ Rv×d1 and Ω ∈ Rv×d2 re-
spectively. d1 and d2 are dimensions of vectors for
two languages respectively and v is the number of
words in the bilingual dictionary.

Given two vector matrices Σ and Ω, CCA re-
turns two projection matrices.

P,Q = CCA (Σ,Ω) (4)

where, P ∈ Rd1×d, Q ∈ Rd2×d and d is the di-
mension of new vector space.

For corresponding two vectors x and y in the
matrices, it finds direction vectors p and q using

p, q = argmax ρ (xp, yq) (5)

where, ρ is the correlation between two vectors.
Once the projection directions are determined,

the vocabulary of both languages can be projected
into a third vector space.

Σ∗ = ΣP Ω∗ = ΩQ (6)

where, Σ∗ and Ω∗ are the word embeddings for
two languages in the new vector space.

5 Evaluation Methods

The quality of word embeddings can be evaluated
using a number of tasks to check whether the word
vector representations capture the syntactic and se-
mantic relations.

5.1 Word Similarity
Word Similarity is used to measure the semantic
quality of word representations using various word
similarity datasets. This can be performed mono-
lingually as well as cross-lingually. The similar-
ity between two words is measured by calculating
cosine similarity between their vector representa-
tions. There are four different benchmark datasets
that are widely used.

1. WS-353 dataset (Finkelstein et al., 2001)
contains 353 pairs of English words which
are labelled with similarity ratings by hu-
mans.

2. RG-65 dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough,
1965) contains 65 pairs of Nouns assigned
with similarity ratings from 0 to 4.

3. MC-30 (A. Miller and G. Charles, 1991)
dataset contains 30 pairs of nouns that are a
subset of RG-65.

4. MTurk-287 (Radinsky et al., 2011) dataset
contains 287 pairs of words assigned with
similarity ratings using crowd-sourcing.

To evaluate word embeddings across languages,
we can translate these benchmark datasets into re-
spective languages and then calculate the Spear-
man’s correlation coefficient (L. Myers and Well,
2003) with the human similarity ratings.

5.2 Cross-lingual Dictionary Induction

The task of cross-lingual dictionary induction
(Vulić and Moens, 2013) is to measure how good
the word embeddings are in finding out semanti-
cally similar word pairs across languages. Given
a word in source language L1, we can find top-k
similar words in target language L2 using cosine
similarity. A gold bilingual dictionary is required
to measure the accuracy of the trained word em-
beddings. For each pair (w1, w2) in the dictionary,
we find if w2 is a part of top-k similar words for
w1. The accuracy is the fraction of entries in the
dictionary which fulfill the above condition.

6 Conclusion

Cross-lingual sentiment analysis is one of the im-
portant NLP tasks with a lot of scope in multi-
linguality as well as in exploiting various cross-
lingual signals across languages. We discussed
various approaches used for cross-lingual senti-
ment analysis. We have also discussed the role of
word embeddings in the improvement in perfor-
mance of cross-lingual sentiment analysis. Differ-
ent approaches to train bilingual word embeddings
are described. We explain the evaluation meth-
ods for the trained word embeddings as well as the
datasets available.
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